
Mondial-F Groundbait Feeder bait for canal 
and river

Mondial-F

Product number: MF-LKF

Mondial-F bait attracts barbel, bream and roach 
quickly and keeps them fishing for a long time. 
Maximize your chances of catching fish!

4,49 € * 4,49 €

Mondial-F lure feed: High-quality feeder bait for demanding river 
anglers

Discover the Mondial-F feeder bait, an innovative solution for your river fishing adventures. Specially 
developed for barbel, bream and roach, this heavy and sticky competition feed is an indispensable aid for 
competition anglers and hobbyists alike.

Powerful attraction: Thanks to its unique composition, our Mondial-F groundbait attracts fish with 
unsurpassed effectiveness. It brings your target fish to the fishing spot quickly and keeps them there 
for a long time, significantly increasing your chances of success.
Practical tips for use: Enhance your barbel feed by adding 200g of cooked hemp. For optimum 
preparation, grind up the hemp and mix it with half a liter of the cooking water to make the fried fish 
food. For general use, it is sufficient to moisten the basic feed with 0.5 liters of water and leave it to 
rest for 1 to 2 hours so that it can absorb the moisture well.
High-quality composition: Our Mondial-F groundbait consists of corn, breadcrumbs, cookies, wheat 
flour, corn flakes, rapeseed, potato flakes and moonshine. These carefully selected ingredients ensure 
an outstanding attracting effect and maximize your chances of a successful catch.

High-quality ingredients for optimum results

Mondial-F bait consists of carefully selected ingredients that are crucial for the health and well-being of the 
fish:



Crude proteins: Important for building and repairing fish body tissue.
Crude fats: Provide energy and are essential for the functioning of the immune system.
Crude ash: Contains important minerals that are essential for the fish's metabolism.
Cellulose: Structural component in plant cells that provides strength.

Discover new fishing horizons with Mondial-F groundbait and achieve your goals with ease!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=a2c9e73dc35e4d909c37f6a4bf99f290

